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On April 25, 2018 the Rocky Mountain Chapter hosted their annual scholarship recognition event, Haute Seat Spotlight Edition at the Artwork Network gallery in Denver. As the name indicates, the night is in the spirit of the chair competition the chapter hosted for several years, however in 2017 the competition was revamped to be a night-of competition to design a lighting cage generously donated by Color Cord. The event was an incredible success this year! 150 attendees watched while ten teams competed in the categories of First Place, Best Use of Materials and People’s Choice.

The event was also a great opportunity to recognize the very deserving scholarship recipients and TopID firms for the Rocky Mountain Chapter.

The scholarship recipients were:

- **Eosther Anstine** - Metropolitan State University of Denver - Restaurant Management
- **Quincy Gill** - Colorado State University - Interior Design
- **Shaelah Htoo** - University of Nebraska - Hospitality, Restaurant & Tourism Management
- **Jordan Miller** - Colorado State University - Interior Design
- **Katarina Nilsson** - Metropolitan State University of Denver - Event and Meeting Management
- **Kristy Zamora** - Johnson and Wales University - Food Service Management

Each recipient demonstrated outstanding commitment to their education and passion for the world of hospitality. They are undoubtedly the future leaders of hospitality!

The event could not have been successful without our generous sponsors.

Thank you to Emser Tile, Pental Surfaces, Vaughn Benz, Bath & Granite, Valley Forge, Shaw Contract, Masland, DAC Art Consulting, Chapman Hospitality, P/Kaufman, 3Form, Jennifer Berryhill, Spike Lighting, Rocky Mountain Design Alliance, Bray Whaler, Genterro, Burch Fabric, Vesta Commercial Interiors, 40 North Group, Aceray, ELA Sales and Bernhardt Hospitality.
NEWH TopID Program is committed to recognizing the Interior Design firms that deliver exceptional hospitality design while also supporting NEWH’s mission of offering education and networking events to raise scholarship funds for students pursuing careers in hospitality.

This year NEWH Rocky Mountain Chapter proudly recognizes three distinguished local firms that embody these ideals.

Rowland + Broughton
Architecture/Urban Design/Interior Design
Rowland+Broughton is one of three distinguished firms to receive the NEWH 2018 Top ID award.

Since its inception in 2003, Rowland+Broughton has been producing award winning projects led by Principals John Rowland, AIA and Sarah Broughton, AIA. Leadership at R+B transcends every aspect of the team and is achieved through a rigorous design process, drive for excellence, and clarity of vision.

Awards and Publications

2016 AIA Design Awards Colorado, West and Denver
2016 + 2017 AIA Young Architect Awards
2016 IIDA Best Award Eat&Drink
2017 ASID Crystal Award
#41 on Interior Design magazine’s Top 100 Rising Giants
PSMJ Circle of Excellence Award

Editorial Features in: Luxe Magazine, Colorado Homes & Lifestyles, Mountain Living, Dwell, Aspen Magazine

Notable Projects

Matsuhisa
Denver, CO

Alongside Nobu Matsuhisa and the ownership team, R+B set out to create a space that continues to evolve the concept of the Matsuhisa culture for the new 7,800 sq ft Cherry Creek location.

In order to remain true to the Japanese culture, a thoughtful, unique, humble and purposeful design was sought. Using the travel experience of R+B principals Sarah Broughton and John Rowland to Japan, along with a collaborative and thoughtful design process, the team developed a clear concept.

Matsuhisa Denver is an exquisitely designed restaurant that elevates Denver’s dining experience. The muted, natural palette provides an elegant setting for the unique food presentation.

Limelight Ketchum Hotel
Ketchum, ID

Located in historic downtown Ketchum, Idaho, home of Sun Valley Ski Area, the Limelight Ketchum Hotel embodies the heritage of its surroundings to create an approachable destination for travelers and the local community. Inspired by Ketchum’s motto, “Small town, big life!” and taking cues from the area’s laid-back vibe, a modern interior program was intended to nurture body and soul.

Modeled after the company’s successful Limelight Hotel in Aspen, for which Rowland+Broughton also completed a full interior design program, the ground up Limelight Hotel includes 111 guestrooms and suites, open-plan public spaces and 14 residential units.

R+B provided the Interior Design and FF&E for the hotel public space, including lobby, lounge, bar, reception, meeting rooms and pre-function space, fitness center, ski/bike storage, Four Mountain retail store, administrative suite and break room, hotel corridors, elevators, elevator lobbies, guestrooms, suites, and lock-offs.

Residence Inn Breckenridge by Marriott
Breckenridge, CO

Adjacent to Breckenridge’s historic Main Street, and within walking distance of Breckenridge Ski Resort chairlifts, Residence Inn Breckenridge by Marriott is a modern, 129-suite lodge designed to appeal to both leisure and business travelers.

Inspired by “big adventures and unique experiences,” R+B’s custom take on the successful Residence Inn brand infuses European influences, injections of color and amenities to create a multi-purpose, approachable space where guests come to rest and recharge in-between adventures.

R+B selected locally sourced and inspired artwork, multifunctional occasional tables and generously sized chairs and sofas with clean lines, then warmed them up with luxurious fabrics. In addition, public space flooring is light and bright, while generous windows provide plenty of natural light and capture views of Peaks 9 and 10 at Breckenridge Ski Resort. A mountain-themed color palette informed the choice of attractive, yet durable finishes and fabrics.
This year, NEWH had the privilege of participating in the renowned Meet the Dark Side event!

Brought to NEWH by Denver Does Design (a single source organization for cross-discipline design events happening in Denver), this event summoned multiple organizations across the fields of architecture, interior design, urban design and planning, landscape architecture, graphic design, marketing, construction, sustainability, industrial design, lighting, and engineering.

The evening consisted of a bingo game where participants were given a bingo card that had each participating organization with the goal of speaking to a minimum of five in a row. Once bingo was achieved, the participant put their name in a drawing for a prize! In addition to the opportunity to win prizes, this event was free to all members and offered free drink tickets to the first 150 people.

If you didn’t have a chance to attend this year, please mark your calendars to participate next May.

Meet The Dark Side is a networking event you don’t want to miss!
Join NEWH Rocky Mountain Chapter for our

2018 Golf Tournament Fundraiser

September 13th, 2018
A Day of Golf, Games, Networking and Fun!

Willis Case Golf Course
4999 Vrain St, Denver, CO 80212

Sign up or sponsor a team of golfers or just come for the socializing. Get competitive and show off your skills with golfing contests throughout the day. Play a few casual rounds of yard games in the evening while enjoying social hour beverages and dinner.

Schedule

12:00 AM
Check-in
Lunch Included for Golfers

1:30 PM
Tee-off Shot Gun Start

5:00 PM
Networking
Fun and Games

6:00 PM
Dinner
Award Ceremony to Follow

Ticket Prices

Golf Tickets:
Team of four $800
Team of two $450

Fun & Games:
Networking Tickets:
(Non-golfer)

Members $45
Non-Member $60
Student $20

Far-Market Value $150.00

For Sponsorship Opportunities Contact
Caitlyn Cain
caitlyn.cain@shawinc.com

Aceray
Bernhardt Hospitality
NEWH
ELA
Shaw Hospitality
Coming Events!

SEPT 13 - **GOLF TOURNAMENT FUNDRAISER**

OCT - **MEMBERSHIP EVENT** (FINAL DATE TBD)

OCT - **STUDENT SPEED MENTORING** (FINAL DATE TBD)

DEC 5 - **END OF YEAR BOWLING EXTRAVAGANZA**

NEWH Rocky Mountain Chapter Sponsors

Gold Sponsorship
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**THE LOOK OF SEATING®**
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Silver Sponsorship
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